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Abstract

Various polymeric materials were subjected to bombardment by different energetic ions with
energies ranging from 200 to 1000 keV. Tests showed substantial improvements in hardness, wear
resistance, oxidation resistance, resistance to chemicals, and electrical conductivity. The magnitude
of property changes was strongly dependent upon ion species, energy, dose, and polymer structure.
Both hardness and electrical conductivity increased with ion energy and dose. Theses properties were
apparently related to the effectiveness of cross-Knking. Ion species with a large electronic stopping
cross-section are expected to produce more crossiinking. It is believed that the polymer property
improvements are commensurate with the extent of crossiinking, which is responsible for the
formation of three-dimensionally-connected, carbon-rich, rigid networks.
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1. Introduction

Since the early 1970s, bombardment with charged particles employing heavy-ion accelerators
has been used to obtain information on changes induced in materials by radiation effects [1-3]. Ion
beam processing of materials also has grown rapidly to fulfill needs for diverse technologies covering
both mechanical and electronics applications [4t)>. The area of mechanical property changes caused
by ion beam treatment has been explored only to a limited extent for polymeric materials despite
their growing usage in automotive, medical, aerospace, marine, and military applications for which
metals have been traditionally used.

The aim of this work is to address recent developments in ion-beam applications to explore
new polymeric materials' responses made possible by irradiation. In our recent work, modification
of polymer surfaces leading to superior mechanical properties has been achieved. Ion beam
processing produced large changes in physical, chemical and mechanical properties including
substantial improvements in hardness, wear resistance, electrical conductivity and resistance to
chemicals. In this paper, we will describe our recent findings, focusing our attention on surface-
sensitive mechanical property changes produced by ion irradiation. Some aspects of the underlying
basic mechanisms for the large changes in properties induced using ion beams as well as potential
areas for technological applications of ion beam treatments are described.

3. Experimental

All ion bombardments described in this paper were carried out using the Triple Ion Facility
at ORNL. Beam current was maintained at -1 mA/m2 and the temperature of the specimen holder
generally registered less than 50 °C during irradiation. Details of the irradiation facility can be found
elsewhere [7]. Hardness measurements were obtained using a Nanoindenter*. All hardness data
presented here were measured at 100 nm depth to minimize subsurface and substrate effects. Details
of general nanoindentation techniques have been described in reference [8], and measurement criteria
for ion-beam modified polymeric materials have been described in reference [9]. Electrical
conductivity measurements were carried out using a Keithley 617 Programmable Electrometer with
a modified 6105 Resistivity Adapter. Reciprocating sliding wear tests were performed on polymer
films with a custom-designed pin-on-disk type tribometer [10-12]. Tests were conducted using 9.53
mm diameter nylon balls with 1 N normal force at an average speed of 0.01 m/s in a laboratory
atmosphere at room temperature. Oxygen plasma etching was carried out using an International
Plasma Corp. RF Generator PM 118 Oxygen Asher.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Hardness

In a previous report, we showed that hardness of B-implanted polycarbonate (PC, Lexan)
increased with increasing ion energy and dose [9]. A similar effect was also found for polystyrene
(PS) implanted with Ar+-ions at three energies and three doses as illustrated in Fig. 1. Hardness
increased from 0.32 GPa to 12.5 GPa after implantation with 5.4xlO19 ions/m2 at 1000 keV, a factor
of 39 increase as compared to the pristine material. This remarkable improvement in hardness is



believed to be linked to the degree of radiation induced crossiinking, which would produce a rigid,
three-dimensionally-connected network with strong covalent bonds.

Calculations using the computer program TRIM (TRansport of Ions in Matter) [13] indicated
that linear energy transfer (LET, ev/A) for ionization by ions increased with increasing ion energy
while LET for recoils decreased with increasing ion energy. For 200, 500. and 1000 keV Ar+, the
peak LETs for ionization by ions were 45, 65, 90 ev/A and the peak LETs for recoils were 37, 32, 29
ev/A, respectively. Thus, with increasing ion energy, particles penetrated deeper, caused more
ionization, but caused less target displacement per unit length. Although an exact functional
relationship between the ion energy and hardness improvement was not established in this work, it
was clear that hardness increased with increasing electronic loss (ev/A) and decreased with increasing
collisional (nuclear) energy loss. This outcome is not surprising, since collision events are expected
to cause more displacements and thus more molecular chain scissions, while electronic excitations
introduce less linear momentum to the molecules and thus fewer chain scissions and at the same time
promote chemical reactions by creating various chemically active species.

For both PC and PS, hardness increased with increasing dose but tended to level off at higher
doses. This behavior is believed to be related to the decreasing availability of gas atoms such as
hydrogen, which assist in chemical bond formation and affects crossiinking [14]. Crossiinking can be
effected by reactions between two free radicals such as dangling bonds produced by the elimination
of hydrogen atoms from the C-H bonds. In our recent studies [15], when diamond and graphite were
subjected to ion bombardments, they became softer indicating that severe bond breakage had
occurred instead of crossiinking. It is thus expected that hardness of polymers may start to degrade
at extremely high doses when most cross-link-assisting atom species are no longer available. The
degree of crossiinking may also be affected by the population of active species at a given time, and
thus a maximum achievable extent of crossiinking may depend upon the dose rate.

Figure 2 shows hardness of Kapton bombarded with 200 keV 2He4, 5 B n , and ^Si28 ions to
a dose of 3.5xl019 ions/m2. It is rather interesting to see that boron produced the largest
improvement in hardness among the three, not following the increasing trend in atomic number.
TRIM calculations showed that the peak LETs for ionization by the three ions were 26. 35 and 34
eV/A and the peak LETs for recoils were 1.6. 7 and 28 eV/A, respectively. The results indicate that
ion species with higher electronic stopping and lower nuclear stopping produced greater
improvements in hardness.

Hardness improvements depended not only upon electronic and nuclear energy losses but also
varied with polymer structure. In general, hardness values of simple backbone structured polymers
were lower for the pristine material. With increasing complexity of side groups and polymer
backbone structure, the absolute (measured) increase in hardness was larger for a given dose and
energy [16]. For example, hardness values of pristine polyethylene (PE, -CH2-CH2-), polypropylene
(PP, -CH2-CH(CH3)-), polystyrene (PS, -CH2-CH(J)-), and polyethersulfone (PES, -«t>-O-(|>-SO2-) were
measured to be 0.07, 0.14, 0.37, and 0.37 GPa. respectively and after irradiation with 200 keV B+ to
a dose of 1.7xlO19 ions/m2, hardness values were 1.58, 2.63. 3.5, and 2.5 GPa, respectively, showing
an increasing trend of hardness by introducing -CH3 side croups in PP and phenyl groups in PS and
PES.



4.2. Wear

With growing usage of polymeric materials in mechanical couplings between polymer-polymer,
polymer-metal, and polymer-ceranic pairs in various machinery components, the demand for wear
resistant polymers is increasing. In the past, several approaches were attempted to improve wear
properties, namely structural design during polymer synthesis, formation of composites reinforced with
particulate or fibrous materials, formation of interpenetrating networks of two or more distinct
polymer phases, and plasma, y or UV polymerization [17]. However, surface modification by
energetic particles has been explored relatively little for wear improvements until now.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of wear behavior of polycarbonate (PC) implanted with 200
keV boron ions to three different doses. It is clear that wear modes vary depending upon the degree
of ion dose. For pristine PC, the dominant wear mechanisms were grooving and ridging caused by
plastic flow of the sub-surface layer. With increasing dose, the adhesive ridging wear mode
diminished but the tendency for abrasive wear and fatigue crack formation increased. At the
intermediate dose, however, least wear resulted for both nylon ball and PC film, defining the best
treatment condition for wear resistance. At the highest dose, there was still nu indication of surface
wear of the PC film, but the specimen surface became brittle and began to show surface fatigue
cracks. In this case, the optimum dose for wear resistance was also associated with the lowest friction
coefficient values, but this was not consistently observed for other polymers. In general, wear
resistance improved with increasing dose but fatigue cracks became a limiting factor as the film
became harder and more brittle. A certain degree of flexibility can enhance wear resistance, but
highly crosslinked surfaces tend to become brittle and lead to fatigue failure prematurely. An
optimum dose for improvement of wear and friction behavior varied with the properties of the
contact pair.

4.3. Chemical Resistance

In general, highly crosslinked polymers are very resistant to solvents [18]. In our work, initial
tests have been carried out to examine the chemical resistance of implanted polymers. Pristine
polycarbonate (PC, Lexan) and polystyrene (PS) dissolved in benzene, but Zr-implanted PC and Ar-
implanted PS did not. Such improvements in chemical resistance have several potential benefits.
Hard, scratch-resistant, protective coatings can be made on polymer surfaces or on other non-
polymeric parts by spin-casting a polymeric layer and subsequently treating with ion beams. Selective
dissolution of the untreated portion can also be utilized in determining the degree of crosslinking.
Moreover, the ability to extract the modified layer facilitates the analysis of chemical bonding caused
by ion bombardment without interference from the unmodified layer in spectroscopic analyses, for
example.

4.4. Oxidation Resistance

Polymeric materials have been used in spacecraft technology for wide applications such as
thermal control coatings, insulation, harness materials, structural composites, encapsulants, and
flexible substrates in solar arrays having high power-to-weight ratios. However, there has been great
concern regarding surface degradation of polymeric materials for low-Earth-orbit (LEO) applications
[19]. In particular, in the reactive atmosphere at these altitudes, atomic oxygen, which is produced



by dissociation of molecular oxygen and water by UV-radiation from the sun, causes serious adverse
effects on polymeric materials.

Erosion experiments on ion-beam treated polyimide (PT, Kapton) were carried out by oxygen
plasma etching at 200 watts and 1 torr pressure. It was found chat oxidation and erosion rates were
reduced drastically after the ion-beam treatment. Figure 4 illustrates step heights delineated by the
shift in optical interference fringes on Kapton film which was implanted with 200 keV boron and 300
keV nitrogen simultaneously to a dose of 4xlO19 ions/m2 for each ion species. Ion-bea;n treated
Kapton showed over 6 times less erosion by oxygen plasma as compared to pristine Kapton. The
step-height measured between the masked and exposed surface indicated 1750 nm and 270 nm losses
of material after 25 minutes exposure to oxygen plasma for pristine and ion-beam treated Kapton
respectively. Erosion rates for pristine and B.N-implanted Kapton were 1.17 and 0.18 nm/s
respectively.

4.5. Electrical Conductivity

Most organic polymeric materials are inherently nonconductive, or insulating. Low
conductivity is related to a high density of defects such as dangling chain ends and low crystallinity.
Conduction in polymers is limited by mobility rather than number of carriers [20.211. In polymers,
charge carriers are highly localized at structural delects, and charge transport is governed by an
athermally activated hopping mechanism [22]. Commensurate with improvements in hardness, and
much more dramatic, was the enhancement in electrical conductivity. In the case of Ar+ ion
bombarded PS, the increase in electrical conductivity corresponded to a factor of 1010. Figure 5
demonstrates the increase in surface conductivity as a function of dose for three ion energies. The
similar trends for hardness (Fig. 1) and electrical conductivity increases suggest that both property
changes may have the same underlying cause, most likely crosslinking, which increases conductive
paths.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Ion beam treatment of variety of polymers produced a highly crosslinked microstructure with
enhanced hardness. Improvement of tribological properties was also significant and the polymers
treated under optimum conditions showed minimal wear. Electrical conductivity also increased
dramatically. Resistance to chemical solvent and oxidation increased significantly as well.

Energy loss by electronic stopping may play a crucial role in crosslinking of polymeric
materials during irradiation. The extent of crosslinking dictates the degree of changes in properties.
Moreover the property changes can be controlled by selecting ion species, energy, dose and polymer
structure. The results suggest that ion beam processing provides a high potential for improving
surface-sensitive mechanical properties of polymeric materials. Ion beam modified polymers may be
suitable for hard-materials applications previously reserved for metals and ceramics.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Hardness of Ar+-implanted polystyrene versus dose at three ion energies. 200, 500, and
1000 keV.

Fig. 2 Hardness of Kapton irradiated by three different ion species, He, B, and Si at 200 keV.

Fig. 3 Wear tracks produced by nylon ball on pristine and 200 keV B-implanted PC after 10000
reciprocating cycles with 1 N normal force. Top shows wear tracks on polymer surface
and bottom shows wear tracks on nylon ball.

Fig. 4 Erosion rates of pristine and B,N-implanted Kapton were 1.17 and 0.18 nm/s
respectively, showing over a factor of 6 improvement in oxidation resistance. Step-
heights shown above were produced after 25 minutes of exposure to oxygen plasma at
200 watts and 1 torr.

Fig. 5 Electrical conductivity increased with increasing ion energy and dose similar to the
trend of hardness increase shown in Fig. 1.
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